
Beat Air - Fitness tracker with notifications, heart rate monitor and
pedometer
SKU: GLBEATAIRBTK

Download the Go Life app to really make the most of it: find all the information you need
on your wrist

The ultimate fitness tracker

The Beat Air lets you access many standard smartphone features on your wrist in a convenient and easy-to-use manner.
Download the Go Life app and pair your tracker with your Android (version 6 or higher) or iOS phone (version 10 or
higher). Thanks to the full touch screen, a range of options are just a tap away.

Check your notifications and alarms directly on your wrist

In addition to the date and time, the Beat Air allows you to quickly check your message and call notifications  with a simple
tap. If you want some peace, select the "do not disturb" function to silence your alarms. Thanks to the "find watch" and "find
phone" functions, you will never lose your watch or smartphone. You can also use the tracker to set alarms: the Beat Air will ring
when your chosen time comes around. It can even be used as a remote control to take photos and videos remotely  via your
smartphone.

The ideal companion for all your sporting activities: track your progress and monitor your health

This watch is the perfect choice for sport and fitness. The Beat Air monitors several important factors to assess your daily
wellbeing, such as your heart rate, calories burned, steps taken  during the day, and even your sleep quality. All the data
collected is available on the Go Life app, Apple Health or Google Fit.



You can even use it for swimming or in the rain

The tracker is IP65 certified, which means it is protected against water jets , rain, dust and sand. It is therefore suitable for
every situation and any weather conditions.

Key features:

1.83" full touch screen
adjustable strap with a buckle
remote control for taking photos and videos
IP65 certification: protected against water jets, sand, dust, rain
control over SMS and call notifications
"do not disturb" function to silence notifications
Android (version 6 or higher) or iOS (version 10 or higher)
compatible with the Go Life app that collects data on sports and your health
the collected data can also be accessed via Apple Health and Google Android
the motion sensor measures the distance travelled
monitors heart rate, sleep, calories burned, steps taken
alarm function
"find watch" and "find phone" functions that allow you to find your Beat Air and the associated smartphone
battery life: 5 days
charging time: 2 hours
standby time: 20 days

Includes:

1 x charging cable
1 x instruction manual
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Technical data
Closure: Buckle closure  
Bluetooth: V 5.0  
Standby time: 20 days  
Battery: 160 mAh  
Dimensions: Display: 1.83"  
Working time: 5 days  
Other features: Adjustable strap, Display touch, Wireless  
Power connector: Custom USB charging cradle  
Included accessories: 1 USB power cable, User manual  
Compatible operative systems: Compatible with iOS 10 and above, and Android
6 and above  
Color: black  
EAN: 8018417456893  
SKU: GLBEATAIRBTK  
Weight: 250 g  

Logistics data
Amount Inner: 1  
Amount Master: 1  
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